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SIMPLE IS BETTER – ISSUE -17 – Numbers tells you everything - 2
In the previous article of the same series, I have explained needs for checking a management quality. And also
explained what if we invest in the company which has troublesome management. Now, I am going to explain
how we can judge the management through accounting and protect our wealth.
1.

Don’t trust your Auditor
Auditors write their opinion as "numbers are not materially in error". It does not mean that we need to
believe them, they are right 100%, there is not a major error.
Company A

Company B
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Earning manipulation Shenanigans


Recording revenue too soon
Many companies extend days of their quarter-end months such as 35 days of June, September,
December, and March. Company shifts the initial few days of a new quarter to the old quarter so that
revenue of old quarter get boost and revenue get recorded soon.



Recording revenue far in excess of work completed on the contract
o Recording revenue of licenses on an upfront basis
For example, the Company has made a contract for the coming 5 years and the company is going
to receive Rs.100 crore for 5 years of the contract period. So that company should not record
Rs.100 crore on initial period rather should record revenue as received from the customer. The
company recognizes revenue on the upfront though it is long term in nature so cash is not getting
upfront but it only boosts up receivables.
o

Changing of revenue recognition policy with time
Company change revenue recognition policy and record future revenue on the upfront basis
which affects to the Cash Flow from Operation (CFO). As the company does not receive cash but
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the company has just recorded revenue which resulted in the lower CFO compared to the Net
Profit and also receivables start to boosts up. By recording future revenue to the current period,
the company boost up short-term revenue but sacrificing future revenue. We need to focus on
the revenue recognition policy for better judgment for the manipulation with the recording of
revenue.



o

Recording Revenue on Long-Term Construction Contracts Using Percentage-of-Completion
Accounting
For percentage-of-completion accounting, the company has to recognize revenue as
construction complete. It depends on the estimate of management which open a door for
management to make manipulation. Services providing companies and companies which sells
products having a short production cycle are not allowed to use this method of recognizing
revenue. So if any services providing companies involves into such kind of accounting then we
need to be cautious.

o

Lease accounting tricks
The company needs to provide appropriate discount rates for arriving at the appropriate
revenue. If a company provides lower discount rates for the lease then the company record a
higher current revenue and if the company provides a higher discount rates then company has
to record lower upfront revenue.

o

Recording Revenue on Utility Contracts Using Mark-to-Market Accounting
Company has made a contract to provide product on the future date but they treat it as a
financial instrument and record mark-to-market changes as a revenue. This accounting
treatment does not allow for contracts other than financial instruments.

Recording Revenue Before the Buyer’s Final Acceptance of the Product
o Seller Records Revenue Before Shipment
Revenue should be recognized only when the product gets shipped to the customers but for
recording revenue soon or boost up revenue, the company recognizes revenue without shipped
product to the customer.
We need to check the revenue recognition policy to better understanding.
o

Seller Records Revenue upon Shipment to Someone Other Than the Customer
The seller has to make the shipment to the supply chain or to its franchisees but not to the final
customers. But they record such shipment as a sales, and revenue gets boost up.

o

Seller Records Revenue, but Buyer Can Still Reject the Sale
The seller has to make the shipment to the customer but the customer has the right to reject
due to any reason. As we placed an order from e-commerce site and we have an option to reject
the product if we are not satisfied. If the company has recorded revenue and product reject by
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the customer than the company has to record it. And such revenue recognition creates the wrong
sales.
The company should not record revenue before the expiry of the time of product return by the
customer. These will increase receivables as cash will not come to the company.
When we purchase goods from E-commerce sites then we get a 10 days replacement, if company
record revenue before the expiry of those 10 days of replacement then it does not consider an
appropriate accounting practice.


Recording Revenue When the Buyer’s Payment Remains Uncertain or Unnecessary
The buyer does not have the approval to make a payment to the seller, buyers can not able to make
payment. Many times, sellers boost revenue by selling an existing or new product to the long credit
period which increases receivable days. We need to check the trend of sales and receivable, also
Receivables as a % of sales. If receivables are growing higher than sales and receivable as a % of sales
growing higher then we should consider a problem in it.
Seller also provides financing to the buyers for enhancing revenue. Here, proper provisioning for the
financing should be done by the seller or else default of customer affects the performance of the
company.
When selling to the government companies, where payment can be delayed. Also, selling to the
companies which are into trouble itself.
One of the Indian Finance Company which has a few of the clients who are into trouble itself then we
have to be cautious

Client - 1
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Recording Revenue from Transactions That Lack Economic Substance
The company sends products to own warehouses or to distributors to show selling of products has been
occurred but actually real sales of products have not happened. Many a time, the company provides a
bonus to the distributor on purchase value for creating demand. Also, company purchase products from
the distributor at a higher price. These only use for boosting revenue by having an impact on profitability.
When a company involves into the bogus revenue then it has a higher probability of not having a cash
inflow so that receivables of the company will surely start increasing. We also need to suspect that if the
company is recording bogus revenue then it has a higher probability of having bogus cash flow from
operating activities.
o

Selling products to the companies which do not exist
The company shows order and shipment of products to the companies which does not exist. The
company boosts up revenue by dealing with fake companies. When the customer does not exist
then there will be not any chances of getting payment from them.

o

Bogus Reserves Will Often Lead to Bogus Revenue or Income
If the reserve is bogus and the company does not need to make a future payment then company
release that reserve to boosts revenue.
I will explain this topic into the upcoming article where I will explain reserve into the detail. And
other examples also in upcoming articles.

Entire series of “Numbers tells you everything” is based on the books –





Financial Shenanigans - Howard Schilit
Quality of Earnings - Thornton L. O'glove
The Financial Numbers Game - Charles W. Mulford
Creative Cash Flow Reporting - Charles W. Mulford

I have tried to cover up concepts available with the above books. Companies mentioned in the series is just for
an example purpose. I am not a SEBI registered research analyst.
To be continued……
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Disclaimer
Above article is just my perception, and perception can be wrong. For me, my perception can be right but for
others, it might be wrong.
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